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Dragons & Rayguns
Greetings, specpo friends! We’re highlighting this time light poetry,
sometimes disparaged in “serious” poetry circles. Balderdash! Look
for a Shuggoth here. As we’ve done all this 40th Anniversary year, our
cover artist Virgil Suarez is also a poet; through his work, we honor
Hispanic American Heritage Month: he is a Cuban American writer,
artist, and luthier. Enjoy! Laugh! And look thou for the Shuggoth!
—Vince Gotera, Star*Line Editor

upon reflection
Narcissus
goes blond

Vader Redux

They all hate me, that Rebel Alliance,
those troublemakers in their X-wing fighters.
—Greer Woodward
They don’t want me to build the Death Star,
my greatest idea. It’s huge, the size of a moon,
a deterrent, a barrier, a wall if you will,
against alien insurgents, rapists and murderers.
I mean, what’s the point of a Death Star
If you can’t use it? I can’t think of a better way
to get rid of all those shithole planets.
They hate my storm troopers too—
good people, just misunderstood.
I want a parade with the greatest show of force
this galaxy has ever seen. They’ll all salute me.
I know more than the generals anyway.
Maybe I didn’t have a chance to play
galactic war with action figures as a kid.
Maybe my dad didn’t give me enough attention,
and when he did, he criticized me without mercy.
But none of that matters now. I’m at the top
of the heap. They all fear my imposing presence—
the mask, the black cloak, the full head of hair.
I can choke any of them with a single thought,
and my lightsaber is the biggest, in my really huge hands.
That lyin’ Kenobi learned the hard way.
Just you wait—I’ll Make the Empire Great Again!
—Bruce Niedt
Star*Line
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The Digital Portrait of Dorian Gray
Over the years, as he never aged,
a number of theories were advanced by those who knew him
about how he’d been able to thwart time,
from calorie restriction and designer vitamins
to blood doping and stem-cell hacks, to clandestine
sessions with cosmetic surgeons
or submission to lurid techniques more often seen
in bad sci-fi or horror movies (extract of tardigrade,
followed by naked mole rat chasers, or Báthory-type exchanges
with rent-a-blood parabionts), but whatever
his unvouched secret, nothing he ever did in life—and plainly
we are not talking about moderation here—
put a single wrinkle, laugh line, age splotch
or defect on his unseamed face, and it remained as carefree
and boyish as when he was barely out of his teens.
Only when he wrapped his car around a telephone pole
did everything catch up with him, making the decision easy.
Said a long lost relative, “We’ll keep his coffin closed.”
(Surely, however, Dorian’s birthdate as stated
in his obit was off by several decades and the cousin could not be
as generationally distant as rumored.)
Instead, as requested in his will, from a decrypted file
marked PRIVATE, one of Gray’s apparently favorite selfies
was placed atop the bier—a framed photo that more
than captured his clock-defying looks in a lossless,
uncorrupt format so unlike that which now allegedly marred
his countenance beneath the polished lid of teak.
Want a peek? asked the undertaker to a select few.
Don’t say I didn’t warn you. And warn us he did, but how
could we ever be prepared for the contrast
between what was represented in the deceased’s
chosen portrait and the bitmapped chaos below—despite
the mortician’s art, Gray’s once flawless skin
Star*Line
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having turned mottled and drab, with anti-aliasing
around his ears, nose, and mouth further blurring
his legendary profile, even as still other pixels
continued to flare up like supernovae, then blackened,
falling palpably from the matrix of his face
like stars expelled by an unforgiving cosmos.
Time-as-usurer, collecting its vigorish? Possibly.
But if, as Dorian so often claimed, Hell was a relentless continuum
of mirrors, it appeared payback had only just begun.
—Robert Borski

Green Planet
terraforming mishap:
red-brown regolith worldwide
overrun by kudzu
—Brittany Hause
Dreams of Flight by Christina Sng

they’ll use Cesar Millan as translator
waiting patiently, sitting and waiting, wagging their tails, waiting to be
fed, chewing on bones, strengthening their jaws, drooling
the first stage of digestion starts with saliva, fattening their livestock
for future lean times when the cows have all gone and traditional prey
is too quick to catch
comforting beside the recliner on Sundays, eyeing the pigskin going
back and forth as the recliner remains
catching scraps, collecting information, advance data
the invasion is on
—John Reinhart
Star*Line
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The Guardian at the Gated Tower
(a rondeau redoublé)

Sly serpent, slither far away from here—
You fled this realm and spurned His cosmic creed.
If you incite unrest, I’ll commandeer
The cards that planted insurrection’s seed.
So tell me—did desertion’s cost exceed
Emancipation’s benefit? I hear
Your scaly form’s reprisal for your deed,
Sly serpent. Slither far away from here—
You lack the temperament for seraph’s tier,
Instead adopting augury and greed
For what can’t be. You mustn’t tell our sphere
You fled this realm and spurned His cosmic creed,
So go! Don’t make me draw my sword, I plead—
Although now mortal adversaries, we’re
Still kin. What’s this—you bear a card? Concede
If you incite unrest, I’ll commandeer
“The Tower” for our Throne. What tales appear
On here? These revelations can’t mislead;
The vanquished spire portrayed is His. It’s clear
The cards that planted insurrection’s seed
Portend some truth. Let’s flout what He’s decreed
Beneath this stronghold’s heavenly veneer.
I’ll bid the Gate’s obscuring bars recede
And let you in. And should our fortress veer,
Sly Serpent, slither here.
—Mindy Watson

leopard and cubs

aliens erase
brain cells of all in small town
now data storage
—Denny E. Marshall
Star*Line

baobab at night
bioluminescent tails
dangle from thick boughs . . .
on seed pods and clustered leaves
rosettes in silhouette
—Brittany Hause
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SFPA Announcements
SFPA Position Open
The SFPA is seeking candidates for the position of Treasurer. The role
requires some financial experience and participation in monthly officer’s
meetings and weekly discussions. Interested parties should contact
the SFPA Secretary. Email renee.ya@gmail.com or contact her via post:
Renee Ya, P.O. Box 2074, San Mateo, CA 94401 USA.
Rhysling Awards
We are proud to announce the 2018 Rhysling Award winners. Congrats!
SHORT POEM CATEGORY
First Place • “Advice to a Six-Year-Old” • Mary Soon Lee
Second Place • “How to Grieve: A Primer for Witches” • Sara Cleto
Third Place • “Gramarye” • F. J. Bergmann
LONG POEM CATEGORY
First Place • “The Mushroom Hunters” • Neil Gaiman
Second Place • “For Preserves” • Cassandra Rose Clarke
Third Place • “Alternate Genders” • Mary Soon Lee
SFPA Poetry Contest
The 2018 SFPA speculative poetry contest is open to all poets, including
non-SFPA-members. Deadline: August 31. Guidelines available at
sfpoetry.com/contests.html. Prizes awarded for best unpublished poem
in three categories: Dwarf (poems 1–10 lines [prose poems 0–100
words]); Short (11–49 lines [prose poems 101–499 words]); Long (50
lines and more [prose 500 words and up]). Line count does not include
title or stanza breaks. All subgenres of speculative poetry allowed in any
form. Entries will be read blind. Winners will be announced and posted
on the SFPA website on October 1.
John W. Sexton is the 2018 Contest Judge. He was born in 1958 and
lives in the Republic of Ireland. He is the author of six poetry collections,
the most recent being the imminent Futures Pass, from Salmon Poetry.
Star*Line
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His earlier collections include Vortex (2005), Petit Mal (2009) and The
Offspring of the Moon (2013). He also created and wrote The Ivory Tower
for RTÉ Radio, which ran to over one hundred half-hour episodes from
1999 to 2002. Two novels based on the characters from this series have
been published by the O’Brien Press: The Johnny Coffin Diaries and Johnny
Coffin School-Dazed, which have been translated into both Italian and
Serbian. Under the ironic pseudonym of Sex W. Johnston he has recorded
an album with legendary Stranglers frontman Hugh Cornwell, entitled
Sons of Shiva, which has been released on Track Records. He is a past
nominee for The Hennessy Literary Award and his poem “The Green
Owl” won the Listowel Poetry Prize in 2007. Also in 2007 he was awarded
a Patrick and Katherine Kavanagh Fellowship in Poetry.
Holly Lyn Walrath is the 2018 Contest Chair. A writer of poetry and short
fiction, she has had work appear in Strange Horizons, Fireside Fiction,
Liminality, and the SFPA journals Star*Line and Eye to the Telescope. She
is a freelance editor and volunteer with Writespace Writing Center in
Houston, Texas, USA. She edited issue 23 of Eye to the Telescope, on the
theme of Time. Find her on Twitter @HollyLynWalrath or on the web at
www.hlwalrath.com.
Dwarf Stars Award
VOTING INSTRUCTIONS: The Dwarf Stars anthology was mailed
with this issue. Pick first, second, and third place poems. Vote online at
http://bit.ly/DwarfStars2018 or via post to the SFPA secretary: Renee Ya,
P.O. Box 2074, San Mateo, CA 94401 USA. Deadline: August 31.
Elgin Award
Here are the Elgin-nominated titles, published in 2016 and 2017. A link
to books and chapbooks available as .pdfs has been emailed to members
via MailChimp.
CHAPBOOKS (21 nominated)
Astropoetry • Christina Sng (Alban Lake, 2017)
Built to Serve • G. O. Clark (Alban Lake, 2017)
Cascade of Stardust • Herb Kauderer (Written Image, 2017)
A Catalogue of the Further Suns • F. J. Bergmann (Gold Line Press, 2017)
Crossing Paths at Midnight • Alan Katerinsky (CWP Collective
Press, 2017)
Daughter Shaman Sings Blood Anthem • Kristi Carter (Porkbelly
Press, 2017)
Death by Sex Machine • Franny Choi (Sibling Rivalry Press, 2017)
Star*Line
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The Desiring Object OR Voyager Two Explains to the Gathering Stars
How She Came to Glow Among Them • Jessica Rae Bergamino
(Sundress Publications, 2016)
Feeding the Dead • Brett Gaffney (Porkbelly Press, 2017)
Glitter Blood • Kayla Bashe (2017)
Haunting the Last House on Holland Island, Fallen into the Bay •
Sarah Ann Winn (Porkbelly Press, 2016)
hiku [pull] by James A. H. White (Porkbelly Press, 2016)
Khas Pidgin • Salik Shah (2017)
Like Ash in the Air After Something Has Burned • Fox Frazier-Foley
(Hyacinth Girl Press, 2017)
New Yesterdays, New Tomorrows • Brian Garrison (2017)
Quick Bright Things: poems of fantasy & myth • P.S. Cottier
(Ginninderra Press, 2016)
Screaming • John Reinhart (Lion Tamer Press, 2017)
Secret Histories • Michael McInnis (White Knuckle Press, 2017)
The Terraformers • Dan Hoy (Third Man Books, 2017)
Violet Hours • Jeanie Tomasko (Taraxia Press, 2016)
What Stranger Miracles • James Brush (White Knuckle Press, 2016)
BOOKS (30 nominated)
500 Apocalypses • Phantom Williams (2016)
Alchemy of Dreams • Michael Fantina (Hippocampus Press, 2017)
Bone Confetti • Muriel Leung (Noemi Press, 2016)
The Book of Robot • Ken Poyner (Barking Moose Press, 2016)
Brief Encounters with My Third Eye: Selected Short Poems 1975–2016 •
Bruce Boston (Crystal Lake Publishing, 2016)
broken bottle of time • John Reinhart (Alban Lake, 2017)
A Collection of Nightmares • Christina Sng (Raw Dog Screaming
Press, 2017)
Conjoining • Heidi Czerwiec (Sable Books, 2017)
Cosmovore • Kristi Carter (Aqueduct Press, 2017)
Darkverse: The Shadow Hours • Lori R. Lopez (Fairyfly Entertainment,
2017)
Diary of a Sorceress • Ashley Dioses (Hippocampus Press, 2017)
Flying Solo: The Lana Invasion • Herb Kauderer (The Poet’s Haven, 2017)
God’s Will for Monsters • Rachelle Cruz (Inlandia Institute, 2017)
Heliophobia • Saba Syed Razvi (Finishing Line Press, 2017)
In the Crocodile Gardens • Saba Syed Razvi (Agape Editions, 2016)
Liberating the Astronauts • Christina M. Rau (Aqueduct Press, 2017)
Love for Slaughter • Sara Tantlinger (Strangehouse Books, 2017)
Love Robot • Margaret Rhee (The Operating System, 2017)
Marginalia to Stone Bird • Rose Lemberg (Aqueduct Press, 2016)
Metastable Systems • David C. Kopaska-Merkel (Cyberwizard
Productions, 2017)
Star*Line
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No Comet, That Serpent in the Sky Means Noise • Sueyeun Juliette Lee
(Kore Press, 2017)
No Mercy • Alessandro Manzetti (Crystal Lake Publishing, 2017)
The Primitive Observatory • Gregory Kimbrell (Southern Illinois
University Press, 2016)
The Role of Lightning in Evolution • David Clink (Kelp Queen
Press, 2016)
Sacrificial Nights • Bruce Boston & Alessandro Manzetti (Kipple
Officina Libraria, 2016)
Satan’s Sweethearts • Marge Simon & Mary Turzillo (Weasel
Press, 2017)
Through Immortal Shadows Singing • Mari Ness (Papaveria
Press, 2017)
When the Night Owl Screams • Michael H. Hanson (Moon Dream
Press, 2017)
Winds from Sheol • Fred Phillips (Hippocampus Press, 2017)
Witch Wife • Kiki Petrosino (Sarabande Books, 2017)
VOTING INSTRUCTIONS: Pick first, second, and third place
chapbooks and books. Vote online at http://bit.ly/Elgin2018 or via
post to the SFPA secretary: Renee Ya, P.O. Box 2074, San Mateo, CA
94401 USA. Deadline: September 15.
SFPA Grand Master Election
The SFPA is voting to select a new SFPA Grand Master. Here are the
three esteemed nominees.
LeRoy Gorman lives in Napanee, Ontario, Canada. He was born in
Smiths Falls, Ontario in 1949 and raised on a farm near Merrickville.
After graduating from Carleton and Queen’s universities, he
embarked on a 38-year teaching career, beginning with the Ontario
Ministry of Correctional Services and ending with the Algonquin
and Lakeshore Catholic District School Board. His poetry, much of
it visual (mostly minimalist and haiku, or haiku-like), has appeared
in print since 1976 in various presentations worldwide, and has
garnered numerous awards. His visual poetry has also been displayed
in exhibitions, internationally. A few of his two dozen published
poetry books and chapbooks include: whose smile the ripple warps,
wind in the keys, heart’s garden, and fast enough to leave this world.
He is also past editor of Haiku Canada Publications (Haiku Canada
Newsletter 1995 to 2006, Haiku Canada Review 2007 to 2017, various
annual anthologies and broadsides). Since 1998, he has published
poetry leaflets and postcards under his PawEpress imprint. In
Star*Line
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addition to writing under his own name, he has published under
at least 50 pseudonyms. He is a member of the Writers’ Union of
Canada, the Science Fiction and Fantasy Poetry Association, the
Haiku Society of America, and a life member of Haiku Canada.
In 2012-2013, LeRoy Gorman was appointed honorary curator of
the American Haiku Archives at the California State Library in
Sacramento “in recognition of his devotion to and enthusiasm for
haiku development and exploration in Canada, with exemplary
influence upon all English-language haiku across North America and
abroad through his publications and editing, and his decades-long
support of the Haiku Canada organization. His poetry consistently
shows admirable creativity, courage, and range, embracing both
traditional and visual/minimalist approaches to haiku and related
genres of poetry.”
David Lunde was born in Berkeley, California, USA, in 1941 and
raised in Saudi Arabia, where his father was an engineer with
Aramco. After graduating from Knox College in 1963, he attended
the Iowa Writer’s Workshop on the recommendation of Archibald
MacLeish, and studied poetry, fiction writing, and translation. The
Old Gold Fellowship paid his second year. He also inked charts and
graphs of satellite data for Dr. Van Allen in Physics and Astronomy,
and babysat for Kurt Vonnegut. After earning his MFA in 1967,
he taught literature and creative writing, and directed the creative
writing program at SUNY Fredonia. He and Theodore Burtt Jr.
founded The Basilisk Press, publishing 13 books by poets across the
USA. Lunde was managing editor of Drama and Theater magazine,
poetry editor of Riverside Quarterly, and contributing editor of
Escarpments. Retired since 2001, he lives in North Bend, Oregon,
with his wife, fantasy novelist Patricia A. McKillip.
Approximately 1,000 of Lunde’s poems, stories, articles, and
translations have appeared internationally in over 250 periodicals
and 40 anthologies. He has published 10 books of poems and, with
Mary M.Y. Fung, The Carving of Insects, a translation of 20th-century
Chinese poet Bian Zhilin’s collected poems, which won the 2007
PEN USA Translation Award. Past awards include the Academy of
American Poets Prize and two Rhysling Awards. Another collection
of Lunde’s Chinese translations, Breaking the Willow, appeared in
2008, and in 2011, with Geoffrey Waters and Michael Farman, a new
translation of the classic Chinese anthology 300 Tang Poems.
Books include Ironic Holidays (Sariya Press, 1965), Les Papillons
(Lupo Press, 1965), Sludge Gulper1 (Basilisk Press, 1971), Calibrations
(Allegany Mountain Press,1981), Blues for Port City (Mayapple Press,
1995), Heart Transplants & Other Misappropriations (Mellen Poetry
Press, 1996), Nightfishing in Great Sky River (Anamnesis Press, 1999),
Star*Line
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Instead (Mayapple, 2007), The Grandson of Heinrich Schliemann
& Other Truths and Fictions (Mayapple, 2014), and A Full Load of
Moonlight: Chinese Chan Buddhist Poems (Musical Stone Culture,
2014, translated with Mary M.Y. Fun).
Ann K. Schwader is a two-time Rhysling Award winner (short form
2010, long form 2016) and a two-time Bram Stoker Award Finalist
for her weird/dark SF poetry collections Dark Energies (P’rea Press,
2015) and Wild Hunt of the Stars (Sam’s Dot Publishing, 2010. Her
other poetry collections include Twisted in Dream (Hippocampus
Press, 2011), the SF/Lovecraftian sonnet sequence In the Yaddith Time
(Mythos Books, 2007), Architectures of Night (Dark Regions Press,
2003), The Worms Remember (Hive Press, 2001), and Werewoman
(Nocturnal Publications, 1990). In company with Keith Allen Daniels
and Jerry H. Jenkins, she made up one-third of The Weird Sonneteers
(Anamnesis Press, 2000). A selection of her SF verse also appeared
in Time Frames (Rune Press, 1991). She has contributed dark verse
to several Chaosium Press anthologies—Mark of the Beast, The
Nyarlathotep Cycle, The Innsmouth Cycle, and The Book of Eibon—
as well as to She Walks in Shadows (Innsmouth Free Press, 2015),
Tales of Jack the Ripper (Word Horde, 2013), Deepest Darkest Eden
(Miskatonic River Press, 2013), A Season in Carcosa (Miskatonic
River Press, 2012), Fungi (Innsmouth Free Press, 2012), Horror for the
Holidays (Miskatonic River Press, 2011), Candle in the Attic Window
(Innsmouth Free Press, 2011), and Future Lovecraft (Innsmouth
FreePress, 2011). She was also Poet Laureate for NecronomiCon
Providence (2015).
Her most recent weird fiction collection is Dark Equinox &
Other Tales of Lovecraftian Horror (Hippocampus Press, 2015). An
earlier collection, Strange Stars & Alien Shadows (Lindisfarne Press)
appeared in 2003.
Her mainstream haiku have also appeared in several anthologies,
including Haiku 2015 (Modern Haiku Press, 2015), Haiku in English
(Norton, 2013), and Haiku 21 (Modern Haiku Press, 2011).
A lifelong resident of the Rocky Mountains, Schwader lives and
writes in Westminster, Colorado, USA, where she volunteers at her
local branch library.
VOTING INSTRUCTIONS: Pick one poet for Grand Master.
Vote online at http://bit.ly/2018GrandMaster or via post to the
SFPA secretary: Renee Ya, P.O. Box 2074, San Mateo, CA 94401 USA.
Deadline: September 15.
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If a Dolphin Had Digits

The Weight

—for Gepke and Edie

oh spacious skies
oh cinder blocks

If a dolphin had digits,
things would be different.
A dolphin could pitch no hitters,
bowl for dollars at the Aquadome.
A dolphin with digits could do dishes.
Twitter on the Internet. Play Frisbee
with sand dollars. Skip rocks
off human conks (softly, of course).
If a dolphin had digits
it could play golf. Sell widgets,
sign messages to presidents,
get out the fish vote.
A dolphin with digits could write books,
out-do humans in any domain,
all the while smiling, humming
the latest dolphin pop tune refrain.

I’ve been hiding in a hovel
waiting to grow wings
white, effervescent things
my feet can’t fly
with this weight on my soul
heart cracked open like an egg
on a hot sidewalk
our first words
were such a mistake
and I have no blue
or silver-moss threads
left to braid the timelines
back into place
—Gretchen Tessmer

If a dolphin had digits
it could out-span and outplay
any classical or jazz pianist, any day.
Hang bubbles like baubles on Christmas trees.
A dolphin with digits
wouldn’t lose itself in a bottle,
but play his bottle nose
or lift a rose to his blowhole.

stigma

If a dolphin had digits, it still
wouldn’t need to count on its fingers:
it’d be creating waterproof computers.
Dolphins ain’t doofusses, dude.
A dolphin with digits
would oppose not only fingers and thumbs;
it would oppose the very idea
of putting bums in office seats or pews.

in the marshy basin
left by a landing strut
a heron spears his lunch—
the years since they departed
feel like days
—Brittany Hause

—Richard Stevenson
Star*Line
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outer darkness haiku

Snake Hunter
by Jack Foo
(11 yrs old)

in outer darkness
starships as invisible
as unseen streaming photons
—Kendall Evans
The Whitman Quantum
Caprice is my compass!
Entanglement my faith!
Awash in Possibility,
I trod the heaving plenitude
Of great bosonic crowds,
Embracing Duality as I embrace myself, with aplomb,
Joining radiant halos pregnant with Janus-faced mass.
All roads lay equally inviting and meandering, and
Each will be travell’d simultaneously or none at all,
In such ways spanning continents and worlds,
My vector the warp and woof of one
Grand harmonious Hubbub.
—John Richard Trtek

Star*Line congratulates our 2018 Dwarf Stars Award candidates!
“Alien Dowry” • Robert Borski • Star*Line 40.4
[alien] • Susan Burch • Star*Line 40.4
[time travel dining] • LeRoy Gorman • Star*Line 40.4
[down to earth] • C.R. Harper • Star*Line 40.4
“Maybe There Are” • M. X. Kelly • Star*Line 40.1
[instead of a halo] • Julie Bloss Kelsey • Star*Line 40.4
[after last year] • Ann K. Schwader • Star*Line 40.3
“Carbon Footprint” • Ann K. Schwader • Star*Line 40.4
[bloody spindle] • Christina Sng • Star*Line 40.1
[scent of blackened] • Greer Woodward • Star*Line 40.1
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President’s Message
Welcome to the summer edition of Star*Line! We’re midway through our
40th anniversary celebrations and it’s been an extraordinary quarter thanks
to you, our creative and inspiring members of the Science Fiction & Fantasy
Poetry Association!
In this issue we have three excellent nominees for SFPA Grand Master,
each with an extensive list of contributions and accomplishments in
advancing speculative poetry. I hope you give each of them your full
consideration as you make your votes.
We thank everyone who organized readings and panels at conventions
and events across the US recently, including the Fresh Off the Starships
reading in San Francisco, Cracked Walnut: Stargazers in St. Paul, Minnesota,
a two-hour SFPA 40th Anniversary event at Westercon 71/Myths and
Legends Con 6 in Colorado, the 40th anniversary CONVergence Poetry
Slam in Minneapolis, and panels at Comicpalooza and the Poetry of the
Imagination reading in Houston, Texas. We will soon appear at Chicago’s
international Godzilla convention G-Fest, which is celebrating its 25th year,
and then announce the Rhysling Awards formally at Diversicon in
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota, where we’ll be convening a full track of
panels. We’re still looking for other members to organize readings and events
in their areas so if you’d like some assistance, please let us know!
Check out our latest Eye to the Telescope issues examining Time, The
Dark, and Arthuriana, with Witches on the way this October! Our SFPA
Poetry Contest is now open, so amaze us with what you can come up with
for our judge, the esteemed Irish poet John W. Sexton. Our thanks to Contest
Chair Holly Lyn Walrath for organizing all of this. It’s no small task!
We have 21 chapbooks and 30 full-length collections from 36 different
presses to consider for the Elgin Awards. Our Elgin Awards chair Josh Brown
thanks all of you for the great nominations to vote on!
SFPA thanks this year’s Dwarf Stars Award chair Deborah P Kolodji for
all of her hard work editing this year’s anthology. We hope you enjoy it!
Finding inspiration and new ideas in speculative verse can seem
daunting after 40 years as an organization, but as you see in this issue of
Star*Line, we can take pride in the tremendous and almost limitless
variations of the human imagination to respond in verse to dreams and
nightmares, horrors and fantasies familiar and new time and time again.
It makes a difference to readers near and far, today and in the tomorrows
yet ahead. Keep creating, and keep reading!
—Bryan Thao Worra, SFPA President
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Deep
Deep into the dark we go
driven by a pathos of ignoble sparking
insouciant forces in contrast to surrounding glory
Across wastes of dust, particles, patterned space time
slingshotted through and past entire star systems
we lie shrouded, gelidly sleeping away centuries
Awakening to the beginning of history
the firsts that will be honoured
landing, harvest, children.
witness relocation
except for the violence
the Martian likes Earth

We tarnished heroes.
—Kim Whysall-Hammond

—LeRoy Gorman
another atom
splits; when will it think of the
children left behind?

on each lunar peak
moon folk howl
when the planet’s full

—Michelle Muenzler

—David C. Kopaska-Merkel
the odd couple: fermions and bosons
fermions aloof
bosons flock in high school cliques
thelma and louise
sorority girls
don the same college sweatshirts
bosons’ quantum state
ballerinas spin
chiral black swans with crimped wings
quick weyl fermions
—D. A. Xiaolin Spires
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Castles Majestic

missing Picasso

Over indigo islands
rose mountainous clouds, where
the ocean morphed to join the sky,
spectacular as a surreal dream.

you left your skeleton
cold and disassembled
still a puzzle
each night I put it together
a different way

I remember castles majestic,
visits to the lords and ladies,
wearing my fine frocks,
playing with the minds
of royal-blooded courtiers.

in the ring
breasts navels
I dream
where the circus of night
meets the bodied moon

Did I become a victim of
the games I knew so well?
I’d no memory of a union,
yet my belly swelled with child.

—Kath Abela Wilson

Roars from an inhuman beast
echoed through a sterile room.
From my breast they took my babe,
touching my face with gentle fingers,
humming dark hosannas.
Or was this all my fancy
after the abortion,
gazing out the window
of a jet home to Orlando,
earbuds whispering lyrics
of a lover’s favorite song?
—Marge Simon

port of call
the seething slipstream
little ships dart in and out
glints of chromium

Castles Majestic by Marge Simon

—Brittany Hause
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Danger! Danger!

What Big Teeth

As far as we can tell
some alien life form
has at some point
invaded the patient’s
nervous system
and induced a state of mind
quite unhuman,
which explains, we think,
why it is that we should question
going on with this line of thought
since you
puny humans
don't have the cents
to pay for this
special program
in the first
and last place
and don’t give that
bogus line of thought holding
the totally false and lame
suggestion that we’re making
it all up
as we go along
which wouldn’t be long anyway.

You always assume
I’m the girl
because you’ve never seen a woman
in red who wasn’t painted
into a bikini
or thong
you could remove
with your teeth.

End program.

toward
you

—Neal Wilgus

Bones baffle you
when they’re moving inside
real flesh.
Better this version of the tale:
where you’re the big brave hunter
and I’m prey
and it’s only inconvenient
when I’m eaten
near the end.
Too late, I think you’ll realize
I’m the wolf
in this story, detached
from sunlight, moving

in a broken
aperture.

we must have been blind
the slow creep of years
as the dolmen moved closer

And you,
caught in a snarl of forest,
smell diseased
and weak.
—Hayley Stone

lost in troubled sleep
that morning brought
thunder to the door
—David C. Kopaska-Merkel
Star*Line
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From the Small Press
Every Girl Becomes the Wolf by Laura Madeline Wiseman and Andrea
Blythe, Finishing Line Press, 2018, 34p, $13.99.
Every Girl Becomes the Wolf by Laura Madeline Wiseman and Andrea
Blythe defies reader expectation, decoupling many familiar tales and
myths from their traditionally masculine point-of-view in order to
impart a different, more contemporary message. In addition to the dark
and brilliantly visceral imagery, one aspect I particularly enjoyed about
this collection was its motif of transformation, such as in “A Music of
Shattering Ice”:
You’ve become so hard I could shatter you, reassemble sharp-edges
until you resemble the shape of this place, heavy with sleet,
headwind, and bite . . .
There is an undercurrent of anger to these poems that resonates, a sense
of injustice, if not outright unfairness. Wiseman and Blythe seem to
understand full well what it takes for a woman to survive in a world of
men—as well as what it takes from women, both physically and emotionally.
People fill spaces with their sweat and sorrow—parlors
or bedrooms or chambers within others’ bodies, the way
he filled mine. I didn’t fight him when he poured himself
into me.
I never wanted this motel.Yet, I rot.
While the shape of the poems are as varied as the personalities revealed
through them, the poets always do a great job of marrying form to
subject. Take, for example, “The Red Inside of Girls,” a pantoum that
reframes the tale of Little Red Riding Hood inside her ever-evolving
hunger and need, rather than the wolf ’s appetite.
Every girl hums her own lithe youth and becomes the wolf
feeding on the elderly, seeing with large eyes how flesh rots with age,
how the wolf opens the door, eats what rots first, swallows what
hums inside every girl, lithe with youth as she becomes the wolf.
In the end, this collection seems to mourn without lamentation, to innovate without tearing apart its mythological foundations. Instead, these
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poems exist in perfect conversation with the stories that inspired them,
like a series of howls that, depending on the reader, communicate either
accusation or reassurance to their audience.
—Hayley Stone
Metastable Systems by David C. Kopaska-Merkel, Diminuendo Press,
2017, 141p. Paperback $13.00. eBook, $2.99. Introduction by Ann K.
Schwader.
Metastable Systems is a large poetry collection by SFPA Grandmaster
David C. Kopaska-Merkel (hereafter DKM), and weighs in at over ten
thousand words. Poems long and short are represented. After the first
poem, the book is divided into five sections—
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

The Tumbler Stars Click Home
Space and Time
She Blinded Me
Horror and Humor
Even Fantasy Has Rules

—and the first two and last two could easily be their own books. In the
middle is the slight, four-page section labelled, “She Blinded Me,” conjuring Thomas Dolby’s 1982 hit song “She Blinded Me With Science.” In
a sense that balances nicely the physics of the first half and the fantastical elements of the second half.
Perhaps more importantly, it gathers five of the more science term–
intensive poems into one place. You see, DKM’s humor and whimsy
can distract from the fact that he has a PhD specializing in carbonate
geology and paleontology, and he is not afraid to tap into the knowledge
or vocabulary connected with that, using words in this collection that
include: U-Pb isotopes, bryozoans, mosasaur, Baculites, carid bauplan,
pyrophiles, chromatophores, and pinnipeds.
Of course, he also uses remarkable vocabulary not particularly affiliated with his science training, such as cerulean, midden, corvid, and
words more or less made up, such as febbish, pellucidity, concijun, and
skwEzz’z. (Boy, would I like to play Free Rice with his spellchecker at
hand.) The part that impresses is that the vocabulary enriches rather
than obstructs the poetry, even when the reader doesn’t happen to know
a given word. (Not that specpo readers don’t enjoy rich vocabulary. We
do.) Similarly, there are many references to classic horror, such as Tekelili, Dunwich Aquarium, and Innsmouth, that adds to the poetry if you
are read in that area, but does not detract much if you are not.
Further, DKM’s knowledge of non-specpo poets should not be
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overlooked, especially when they write specpo. It manifests itself here
in a reference to T. S. Eliot and his cats (57). “The spines that pierce,
/ the cones that crush” (65) hearkens back to “The jaws that bite, the
claws that catch” from “Jabberwocky.” The resonances of the sonnet
“Is Mars Dead?” (44) connect to works past.
The differing sections do not divide DKM’s authorial voice. His
dry, sometimes dark humor is in evidence with a poem that references another pop song. The poem “My Nano Ain’t Fixin To Waste Its
Time On That” opens with a seven-word quote from Smash Mouth’s
1997 debut single “Walkin’ on the Sun.” DKM takes the lyric from the
viewpoint of sunwalking as “one of the more expensive, and impractical, forms of suicide” (32) and analyzes it at length both humorously
and nihilistically.
DKM often writes of dislocation such as:
dreamed I was the one
who slept on when we arrived
I woke alone
dark and empty corridors
blue world in the viewport (26)
but also with humor of many flavors such as this from “If we lived on
an apricot”
You could get drunk
On what came out of a volcano (125)
And “Little Voice in My Head” (31) in which the narrator gets a new
memory chip, and his wife wants him to let the computer upload of
her dead mother live there.
I believe one of the strongest components of the book is the transportation of locale and viewpoint. When DKM writes “nothing beats
/ A Cajun trilobite boil on the beach / Under the swift Paleozoic sun”
(66), I’m ready for time travel back to when Earth was the planet of
the trilobites. “The Woods Look Up” (39) is from the point of view
of a forest, dreaming of flight. How can I look at trees the same after
that?
In the end, this is a meaty work of high science literacy, creativity,
originality, playfulness, wistfulness, artfulness, and fun. And that is
a marvelous thing. The last poem in the book, “The Origami Ship”
(137), connects all the grandeur of science fiction to the magic of
sitting and reading. All the other richnesses of the work should not
overlook its power: the power of words.
—Herb Kauderer
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New Yesterdays, New Tomorrows by Brian Garrison, 2017, 26p, $12,
https://www.bugthewriter.com/buy-things.html.
New Yesterdays, New Tomorrows by Brian Garrison is a 50-poem
chapbook, proudly self-published, in other words, with no imprint except
his own name. You may know Garrison as the founder and editor of
Parody Poetry Magazine, so it is no surprise to find some parodies in
the collection, of Frost (“The Sip Not Taken”), Cummings (“Technology
I Love You”), Whitman (“When I Look’d Up in Perfect Silence at the
Stars”), and Dickinson (“ Fear’ is the thing with dark fur”)—funny
but also wise and deep. There is slapstick here too: in “Less Popular
Dinosaurs” we find “Achillesheelosaurus” and “Aldentesaurus,” for
example.
I’m definitely a big fan of light poetry—you may have read in my intro
to this Star*Line issue that we’re highlighting light poetry this time—but
I want to emphasize for this review that this chapbook is much more
than light poetry; it takes on weighty issues and showcases a wideranging perspective on the world, on society, on nature, on what makes
us human. His Williams parody, “The Red Spacesuit” brings together
whimsy—“my daughter’s red captain’s / spacesuit”—with “earth’s final
sunrise” (a comment on runaway technology, perhaps?) and a hopeful
image—“beside the white / rockets”—to suggest that humankind may yet
survive the impending apocalypse within the universe of the poem and, by
extension, our real-world environmental troubles. Quite a balancing act,
there. Many of the poems in the book are similar high-wire performances.
I highly recommend Garrison’s wonderful chapbook and hope you will
consider not only purchasing it but also voting for it in the Elgin awards.
—Vince Gotera

What She Learned
1. Blood was red (she knew that);
2. One had to take care when removing blood from its container
lest it splash on and ruin one’s clothing;
3. If one were nude, however, as if for example seducing the
supplier in the process of obtaining one’s meal, skin
was more washable than cloth;
4. Seduction, therefore, was not only a practical adjunct for
decanting blood from a man, but was pleasurable also;
5. She was going to enjoy this new life as a vampire.
—James Dorr
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A Solution to the Fermi Paradox
Sometime during evolution, flesh peaked;
wild-eyed horses, their frothing lungs on fire,
cheetahs flat out, hearts bulging with blood.
Straining the limits of biology.

nature walk—
my fingers mushroom
into Hulk hands
—Susan Burch

With their overclocked bodywork the quick
ricochet in a flash through other lives
amazed that we’re not rooted to the spot
just slow, very, imperceptibly, slow.
That mosquito whine is some quick perhaps
waiting for a heartbeat or to witness
the torpid blink of your eye before they tire
of sightseeing, reluctant to dawdle
with statues or brains slow as glaciers,
out there they choose to cram more into life.
Perhaps they touch us, like a hand to stone,
the frisson felt long after they are gone.
—David Barber

Falling from One Dimension to Another
You’re running at breakneck speed
through various dimensions
definable and indefinable
thinking more than observing
about time and space and pesky chronology
there you were (not all that memorable)
there you weren’t (yet the onset of a rumour)
there you are about to be (hope not abandoned)
when you trip falling from one dimension
to another.
—J. J. Steinfeld
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Preparing to Fly
by Christina Sng

Dispersal
Super Penguin could slide on anything
Inpenguinly fast, even shooting up in the air sometimes
Folks compared it to guided missiles
It could slide on gravel, on forests, on cacti
Even the jumping cholla.
S.P. was a superswallower, too
Anything piscine went down the hatch
Gar, oarfish, a whole tuna
Nothing was too large
Great white or whale shark
Even a swordfish; no problem.
Not a narwhal, though
With its 10-foot helical tooth
Remember, they’re mammals.
S.P. was showing off
Sliding down one Himalayan peak
And up the next
Shooting clean out of sight
One time it built up so much speed
It flew up and up and up and just kept going.
If anyone saw it again
They’re keeping quiet
I think it’s the first penguin
On its way to another world
A fantastical ambassador from Earth
It’s searching for a new playground
Some place with huge sleek fish
And even taller mountains.

A Shuggoth Approaches
through an Antarctic
Blizzard whilst an
Intrepid Explorer,
Snowblind, Trudges
Unfalteringly Onward

—F. J. Bergmann

Now its little cousins
Are Evel Knieveling the oceans
They call the process panpenguinia
And it’s just beginning.
—David C. Kopaska-Merkel

particles collide
glinting light in silk cobwebs
twistor dreamcatchers
—D. A. Xiaolin Spires
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Stealth SF
FINDING SPECULATIVE POETRY IN NON-GENRE MAGAZINES
No Reservations
Denise Dumars

… but someday they might turn
on the TV to see you eat some strange food,
and witness the uneasy thrill of trying
—Alexandra Umlas, “Remembering You, Anthony
Bourdain, at the Elementary School Talent Show”
I have no reservations about starting this column with a nod to Anthony
Bourdain. I even named it after one of his well-known television shows. I
was devastated when I heard of his death by suicide.
I don’t normally identify with celebrities, but I had long looked up to
him. Maybe it’s because he was an unrepentant punk rocker with a bad
attitude who didn’t care about what anyone else thought. Maybe it was
because we were born the same year, or maybe it was because against all
odds he made good in life, becoming a humanitarian who just wanted us
to understand that, no matter who we are and where we live, we are more
alike than we are different. Maybe it’s his wonderfully mean-spirited video
“A Krampus Carol.” Or perhaps it’s because he finally wrote some science
fiction: Get Jiro and its sequel, both co-authored with Joel Rose, graphic
novels about a future ruled by murderous chefs.
But I have another reason for writing about Bourdain’s suicide—yes,
here’s another public service announcement, so if you don’t want to read
about it, just skip to the markets below.
Copycat suicides are sometimes blamed on news reports of celebrity
suicides. Books and songs have sometimes been blamed; probably the
most famous examples are Goethe’s novel The Sorrows of Young Werther
and “Gloomy Sunday,” the “Hungarian suicide song.” Goethe’s novel was
first published in 1774 and we don’t know for sure if there are documented
suicides amongst the 18th-century emo kids who read the book, although
that’s the rumor. There is also doubt as to whether “Gloomy Sunday” caused
any suicides, and as Snopes mentions, Hungary had the highest known rate
of suicide of any country the year the song was released there. It was written
in 1933 by Rezso Seress (music) and Laszlo Javor (lyrics). Seress did indeed
commit suicide—but not until 1968. Some said it was because he could
never come up with another song that was as big a hit as “Gloomy Sunday.”
Suicide is a common motif in songs. A modern one is Lana del Rey’s
“Summertime Sadness, “ quoted below. But my favorite suicide song—if
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that’s the right word for it—is by country singer Roger Miller. It’s a very
short song called “One Dyin’ and a Buryin’,” and it describes the feeling of
being trapped in the pain of depression extraordinarily well:
The love that once was warm and then just somehow turned to hate
Made my life a prison from which there’s only one escape.
My point is that songs, books, poems, etc. do not, so far as we know,
make people kill themselves.
But depression sometimes does.
We all know that cancer and heart disease, for example, can be fatal, and
no one would think badly of a friend who died of cancer or a heart attack. But
plenty of people blame the person who commits suicide, because they don’t
know that depression can be a fatal disease as well. There are many types of
depression. Anthony Bourdain had, basically, what is known as “endogenous
depression.” Endogenous depression, as the name would connote, comes from
within and is not based on factors in one’s everyday life, although stressors in
life can make it worse. It can be hereditary. “Exogenous depression” is usually
a temporary state that happens when, say, your favorite celebrity suddenly dies.
Apparently it was well-known that Bourdain had suffered from
depression for most if not all of his life; he blamed the heroin addiction of
his youth on his depression. Although Bourdain kicked his habit and also
stopped smoking after his daughter was born, he continued to drink and
perhaps use other substances, clearly “self-medicating.”
Bourdain was in France with his good friend, Chef Eric Ripert, to film
an episode of his current show, Parts Unknown. He was a devoted father
to his daughter Ariane, and was dating actress Asia Argento. So you might
say, “Who in his right mind would commit suicide under such conditions?”
The answer is simple: depression hurts so bad sometimes that even great
thinkers succumb. It is not a character flaw; it cannot be cured by simply
“manning up.” Medication and therapy work . . . most of the time. I do not
want you to think poorly of Bourdain, but I also want you to know that
there are treatments for depression, and if you suffer from it, do not suffer
in silence. If someone you know is suffering from depression or mentions
suicidal ideation, take it seriously. Get help.
CNN canceled commercials for a few hours to celebrate Bourdain’s life
and legacy; speculative mag Bewildering Stories posted a page from Cyrano
de Bergerac’s The Other World: The Societies and Governments of the Moon
called “Go to the Cabbage and Be Wise” as a tribute to him; Rattle posted the
wonderful poem excerpted at the beginning of this article. If you or someone
you know is considering suicide, go to The National Suicide Prevention
Lifeline, https://suicidepreventionlifeline.org, 1-800-273-8255. Employee
Assistance Programs (EAP) are offered by most employers, even those not
offering health insurance. EAP is an emergency counseling service that affords
the employee several free visits with a therapist. This ends our Public Service
Announcement; we will now return control of the magazine to you.
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Speaking of Bewildering Stories, the online magazine does accept poetry.
Here’s an excerpt from Michael Amitin’s poem “Raspberry Café”:
Rain’s soft-sweet curled nipples
freedom’s faint bugle cries
what we need here is a good musical romp
revolution magma roasting our
perky sullen-no-more red-sole shoes.
They have extensive guidelines, which is good, but no monetary payment,
which isn’t so good. So it’s up to you whether you want to submit.
The Speculative Literature Foundation exists “to promote literary quality
in speculative fiction.” Most of the usual suspects are listed here as far as
speculative markets are concerned, but I thought it was worth mentioning as
an adjunct to the SFPA market listings.
Since I mentioned Rattle earlier I might as well list it; it’s good to try to
get in because they pay well and offer lots of theme issues and suchlike, and
when you sign up for their NL they send you info on their current issue,
themes, and so on. They do tend to publish a lot of poems that have themes
we can relate to as speculative or darkside poets. When I went to the site I, of
course, found a poem written after Bourdain’s death that skews SFnal, Sonia
Greenfield’s “Call if You Need Me”:
And when the wren with the red head
comes to feed, I will ask myself
red like what? then try to come up
with something better than blood.
Slice pays damn well but they don’t put any of the poetry online—you
have to buy the magazine. Still, with issue themes like “villains,” “heroes,”
“fear,” “the unknown,” and “lies and make believe,” I’m sure they are going to
be interested in some of the stuff we write. They pay $75 for poems, so hey,
spend a few bucks and buy some copies.
Conjunctions is now reading for their “Cabinet of Curiosities” issue!
Well, now, that just sounds right up our alley! And they do readings at the
famous KGB bar in New York. Of course, you’re competing with the big
names here, but hey, we’re big names, now, aren’t we? In issue #38, Michael
Bergstein has “Three Requia,” which is a collection of three prose poems.
The first is “Benjamin Franklin Goes Down on the Airship Hindenberg”:
If I had known it was going to end like this I wouldn’t have flown that
kite in the first place.
OK, so submit those poems and get in there with the fancy people!
Now, speaking of fancy people, Booth: A Journal, is one of those MFA
things from Butler University, but you don’t have to have an MFA or be in
an MFA program to submit to it. Right off I liked the poem “In Praise of the
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Exoskeleton” by Sara Ryan, which is one of those science-based poems
that fits within our guidelines:
the ability to stay entirely untouched.
unscavenged. unhaunted by the other
bodies inside your own. once, pavement,
split me right down the middle. […]
With Booth your poems may end up in their online journal or in both
the online and hard copy issues.
To finish, Dual Coast is a new magazine from Prolific Press. They
pay and you can sign up for “submissions calls” that will send you calls
for submissions for all Prolific Press’s publications. Some of the items I
tried to look at were tempting, but there wasn’t really any content I could
access without paying for it, which is probably how it should be. So good
luck, send stuff out, and they are also in the market for chapbooks! Now
that’s a happy note to end on. But if you’ll excuse me, I have to go cry
over Anthony Bourdain some more.
Kiss me hard before you go.
Summertime sadness.
I just wanted you to know,
That baby, you’re the best.
—Lana del Rey, “Summertime Sadness”
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Our Minds Are Jewels of Uncertainty
My youth is lost in shuttle flights
Between the inner worlds
My time on Earth
Mere fading memories
And now I have embarked
Upon a journey
To study Jupiter
And its many moons
Months pass by
A kind of stasis
Assigned duties to perform
I try to pass the time
With others in the crew—
Confine my thoughts
Within the norm
The shock of first contact
An alien vessel
Orbiting Callisto
And firing upon our ship
We have no weapons
No thought of enemies
In UNASA’s strategies
Who could foresee this attack?
Strange missile,
Perhaps not a weapon at all
Expanding amplituhedron
Engulfing our manned probe
The past is encrypted
The present vague, surreal
The future will soon unveil
Another layer of encryption
And so I search for codes
And signs, a key to unlock
Multi-layered meanings
Hidden beneath the folds
Star*Line

Within the quantum gem
Enclosing our probe
Glimmering, faceted amplituhedron
Our reality fractured
Into fractals of uncertainty
By this shimmering, many-faced jewel
Amplituhedron facets
Like Dickens’ ghosts—
Windows to what has been
What now exists
And what might come to be
How memories scatter
When I attempt to grasp
Or unlock their meaning
Outside time, they
May not have been,
May not be
And the future
Serial confabulations
And that is when—or not when—I
Allow myself to tune into
The jeweled amplituhedron
Where I feel wave after wave
Of energies surge through me
Neuronic dendrites branching
At escape velocity
—Terrie Leigh Relf
and Kendall Evans

amplituhedron
quantum mechanics jewel
her wedding ring glints
—D. A. Xiaolin Spires
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Mars Colony
It feels like jet lag lasts forever
But it is the constant disorientation
Of waking up to a dimmer sun
On a vastly different day/night schedule.

sky dancing
off the hull of the dropship . . .
first deployment
—Stewart C Baker

The first few citizens went a little mad.
Some people just aren’t adaptable
But we should have screened them out.
Trusting computer algorithms was a mistake.
So much overlooked, so much unplanned for.
Truly, it was we who failed in a place where
The most minute of failures means death.
And in such places, justice is harsh.
Now Mars is littered with bodies,
Each perfectly mummified.
Some cast out as a sentence,
Others chose the red walk themselves.

off-Off-Broadway
at .2g
Lear’s 3D-printed crown
requires bobby pins

Locked up in concrete tunnels
Was not what we were born to do.
I place the suit neatly beside the airlock,
Pause between the thick glass security doors,

—Brittany Hause

Imagine home again with its emerald skies
And azure plains, the tendrilled arms
Of my long-dead children, and the rich
Fertile ground that gave us sustenance.
My leaves touch the red button.
How to Speak to Ghosts

—Christina Sng

Leave the city.
Walk, barefoot, to a hilltop.
Rinse your hair in starlight.
Listen to leaf and grass.
Look behind the moon.
Say those things you wish you’d said.
—Mary Soon Lee
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supersymmetry
dark matter slips through my hand
ghost neutralino

structural damage
a dying meteorite
rushing to earth’s embrace
passed through my atmosphere

—D. A. Xiaolin Spires

& as a parting gesture scored my heart
giving it a way to fold in upon itself
but within the grip
of your ever-tightening gravity

dividing up
our space condo—
as usual
you try to take more
than your fair share

my heart has no chance to collapse
in orderly fashion
& no hope for survival

—Susan Burch

—Herb Kauderer

Inception

Social Media Haiku: @STcritic

as you scan the event horizon
X-ray tendrils reach out
for the mismeasure of man

Papier-mâché rocks
Computer sounds like a nurse
#NeedMoreKhan

EMI bursts
sear the red-eye lens probing
curious, intellectual
this old-master rendering of Chronos

—T. R. Jones

in violation of the ban
your enclosure
as instruments turned inward
invisible, in turmoil, wheels of the cosmos turning
like the bones of a child
broken, set
in utero
the deceptive safety of miscarriage

tentacles
no secret
handshake
—LeRoy Gorman

—WC Roberts
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E for Effort

Imperfect Mutations

in
these
first years
(seventeen)
we haven’t seen such
inflorescences: these spindles
indigos and blues
the shorter
wavelengths
burn
us
from their
Cherenkovtipped stalks; sterilized
we stumble through Earthly crops dead
and brown they crumble
our children
shrink
down
bellies
distended
last generation
blinking their huge indigo eyes

Wings, but not fully formed,
only facets of glass,
and bodies, only thoughts
in black casing.
Because there is hunger,
but not time.
There is only enough for islands,
inverted stars,
around the halo that has burned
its own biography
into the linoleum.
Beyond, and beyond,
as if in the Kuiper Belt:
curtains with yellow flowers.
A ceramic kitten on a dresser.
Stockings, drying,
a painting of a horse.
And all would be expected.
Here in this space,
once was sweet.
Here in this space, was once
all perfect, all whole.

—David C. Kopaska-Merkel

—Meg Smith

The Landing Fleet

Fear, Fear not

evil alien invaders
conquering new worlds
wearing creepy pink skin.

Horror stories are not to be feared
because they only tell what can be made up
not what’s lurking behind the scenes.

—Matthew Wilson

killing us with kindness?
alien flowers make us
too happy to eat

Be afraid of the legend maker, instead
of the dark that lives inside
in the places where you don’t look.
Don’t reject evil,
when you’re lost in the haunted palace,
let the evil reject you
by showing it a light it can’t handle.
—Russell Hemmell

—Susan Burch
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infinity—
the universe peeks out
from an atom

I’m Going to Make You Love Me
I swirled the clotted, organ stew
Pinched nightshade and spot of glue
Dropped in cyclop’s eye of blue
What a lovely dish for you!

—Stewart C Baker

—Kathleen A. Lawrence
Ingress
Most video games are played sitting at a desk,
or on a couch,
eyes glued to a screen
while digital images flash and cavort among brain cells
exciting neurons
and driving chemicals to a fever pitch.
And when play is done,
the device switched off,
they cease to have any meaning
in the player’s life.
But there is one so different,
so alien,
so unusual,
that the players spend countless hours driving,
or walking,
or climbing mountains,
while staring at cell phones . . . .
And at all times,
even without their devices,
blue and green rippling fields of energy cover the sky in their minds.
Perfectly innocent objects, to the casual observer,
—buildings, signs, benches, artwork—
all become doorways to another dimension,
portals that leak alien energy into the human world.
This game, the obsession of hundreds of thousands of players, covers the globe.
Two teams.
Two factions.
Both seeking control of the most populated space at any given moment.
Space that changes hands at the blink of an eye,
or remains in control of one faction for days without end.
The players have mundane jobs.
They have families, and lives,
Star*Line
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yet they devote countless minutes, hours, days, weeks . . .
(and more)
in pursuit of a single, almost unattainable, goal.
There is no way to lose.
There is no way to win.
The game is Ingress.
And to the players who spend their waking hours
visualizing control fields,
energy links,
and invading aliens,
the world is far different than you might imagine.
—crystalwizard

Fox Mulder Retires
The wise remain invisible as aliens.
My face goes blank as snow,
knowing the truth is worse than a lie,
a forest of trees we can’t see.
My face goes numb as snow falls,
a gradual avalanche of white lies
in a forest of white trees, until I’m snowblind.
You can have my share of the truth,
buried in an avalanche of FOIA documents.
When Roswell crashed on Truman’s desk,
he knew he couldn’t share the truth.
The planet was still numb from World War Two.
When aliens crashed in Roswell, New Mexico,
the world was busy trying to recover,
still numb from the atomic bomb we dropped.
Decades drop like sunsets in my rearview.
The world recovers through conspiracies.
Wise aliens remain invisible as theories
while decades drop bombs in my rearview.
The truth? Truth is the worst lie I know.
—Michael Kriesel
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the battle lost
our spectral ashes
falling in the void
we darken
mirrored sails
stranding the
alien victors
far from home
—Greer
Woodward

back to square one—
building a city
in Minecraft
—Susan
Burch

hunger moon casino
tonight the house
favors red
beware of trying
to cheat the wheel
lycan croupiers
—Greer
Woodward

first contact
didn’t turn out well
escaped convict

Frankenfish
Think I’m worried about yer fish hooks, Holmes?
Ha! I already sport four in my lips;
would be sportin’ four more if I had ears.
Yeah, pay a little line out, fuss and fight.
Yer gonna need a little elbow grease
to land me on yer deck, babe, cos . . .
(female back-up singers):
He’s a G.M.O.
Punk salmon with a Mohawk
Appetite and at-ti-tude
Yeah, say it: F-F-F- Frankenfish.
Before you slap me on yer dish
I’ll give you your three wishes:
You’ll wish you never caught me.
You’ll wish you never cooked me.
You’ll wish you never ate me.
Yeah, tha’s right, baby. F-F-F- Frankenfish.
Got plant and animal genes
spliced into my chromosomes.
(female chorus again):
Hold yer hats and phones.
He’s got hopped up hormones,
two rows of nasty teeth.
Bite me or I’ll bite you—
Either way, babe, yer gonna lose.
F-F-F- Frankenfish. Go on, make a wish:
Wish you didn’t feel so sick.
Wish you didn’t glow at night.
Wish you didn’t want another helping, yeah.

—Denny E.
Marshall
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F-F-F- Frankenfish . . . F-F-F- Frankenfish.
Punk salmon on a cedar plank.
Punk salmon got the bite on you.
Woo ooo ooo . . . F-F-F- Frankenfish.
Ain’t sea food a bitch?
F-F-F- Frankenfish . . . F-F-F- Frankenfish.

left behind . . .
the colony ship’s contrails
fade into sunset
—Stewart C Baker

—Richard Stevenson

Bait & Switch

Three, Two, Run

No matter how or in what form
the aliens dangle the conceptual carrot,
enticing us to leave the pearlescent
redoubt of Carapace Earth—

By the time he finally
solved the puzzle
it was too late—
the seas were dry,
the mountains gone,
the sun hung heavy
in the sky.

for some it’s a matter of place,
a New Jerusalem or Eden II;
for others, it’s technological wonders,
free energy or digital conversion
to qubits in some quantum paradise
where mortality and illness
no longer exist; nor should one
completely discount plain old greed
as impetus, we humans, as a race,
being born prospectors, and always
hoping to find gold at the starbow’s end
or worlds where diamonds rain down
from anthracite skies;
but in the end, the results
are still the same: we arrive
after long duress, Pavlovian bells
all a-jingle and salivary glands flowing,
only to find fata morgana
and stewing pots where our DNA
is said to be the umami of a fabulous
new cuisine.
—Robert Borski
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They came to him
from all over earth
asking for help,
begging for relief,
knowing that he
had analyzed the question.
Now resentful they were,
thinking he hoped
to profit from their grief.
But he knew
this new puzzle
had no solution—
that the survivors
must now have their way.
Saddened, he unlocked
the door.
—Neal Wilgus
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Elegy for the Midden Wife
Her best dress is for the wrong season
the Company Town rarely sees winter
more often beset by a warm rotten rain
I don’t know if she or the town has a name

missing dance partners
standard model omissions
lone massless twirlers
—D. A. Xiaolin Spires

That can go on slabs that will mark both graves.
Hers today, I will close the plastic casket
after I pick the pieces of wire and hair
from her moth bitten wool sleeves.
Her hands that have been bled by pins
and beer bottles will never see another life
into the world, and so her mantle passes to
woodcarvers, or sourdough fermenters.

Lost Adventurers
Amelia Earhart found
landing in 2018
spat out of wormhole.
—Matthew Wilson

She made children from the streets, made them better
than others because she made them out of nothing
at all, nibbles from the butcher, rotten fat,
ribs—no child ever had the same number.
In a town with so many wasted bodies,
in Teratogen County, she made smiles from nothing,
She made fairy tale pistil children, the snow whites
for blackened insides, every body here changed
By the Mine, Smelter, Sifter, but she coaxed life
out of waxed paper and protein bar wrappers and breathed
a little cough into leather strap lips and cellophane lungs,
worked the chicken bone legs until they could stand and run.
Laughter outside drowns out the deliveries and trains,
goes on through the caustic rain and withering wind.
Her wake is empty except for me, her life ripples out.
Her dirty children play in the streets in all seasons.
—Amelia Gorman

Junk DNA
Evolution’s trash.
Stowed in your selfish sequences,
what secret treasures?
—Mary Soon Lee
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Pinocchio Plays the Cotton Club
So how can I be real, Pops?
he asks the puppet maker.
Joe Petto exhales a long reefer
stream while reaching under
his workbench for the velvet-lined
case. Removing the gleaming brass
trumpet, he flexes the valves
and places the instrument
between the dark mahogany
fingers of his carved-son.

as wooden a figure as the day
he was built, but now just as real as
the journey and the moment
and the sound.
For my father, Malcolm Gordon

—Alan Ira Gordon

It won’t come soon and it won’t
be easy, he tells the wooden lad.
But with time and effort,
and hard work mixed-in
with a splinter or two,
you can reach the real, taste
it and maybe even become it.

Submission Pile
Short story rejected
humans winning war
nonfiction only please.

13 Years Later:
After 2:00 a.m. only the diehards
are still in the club;
onstage he’s fronting his back-up
of broken toy jazzy dreamers.
He leads them through some
Coltrane, then lifts into Miles Davis
followed by a run of Marsalis.
Without warning, he drops the room
into uncharted waters with
his own piece: as his solo
climbs higher and higher, even
the club’s smoke stands still
to watch and appreciate and begin
to fall in love.
He’s not there yet, not completely,
but getting oh so closer, near
enough to feel it rising in
his darkwood fingers, hear it
in his ears and sense it in his soul.
He’s confident now that he’ll taste
it and become one with it, still
Star*Line

—Matthew Wilson

steelhorse cowboy haiku
orbital steelhorse cowboy
in the autumn of the stars
electromagnetic lariat
—Kendall Evans

News Update
When the word came through
I was in hydroponics.
The war on Earth was over.
In the new eternal silence
I watered the plants with tears.
—Herb Kauderer
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Night Is the Day of the Moon
In the mountains of the Sierra Madre in Mexico
the drums beat at midnight beneath the moon,
chasing the ghosts of the dead from the corn fields.
The Tarahumara believe that when we sleep
our souls travel the earth without our bodies.
It is the ghosts of the dead who must serve as babysitters
for the souls of wandering children.
The Tarahumara also believe that dust devils
are whirlwinds containing time travelling shamans.
These rugged slopes and deep unexplored gorges
where the voices of howling jaguars and shrieking parrots
echo up and down the steep ravines for miles
are also home to ghosts in the shadows and wraiths in the mist.
The Sierra Madre is still the kind of wilderness
where people disappear and no one is surprised.
The drums beat at midnight,
to chase the ghosts from the fields
but not until the darkness is half passed
because the ghosts are necessary.
It is said that the only corn which ever grows
are those kernels sown by the hands of the dead.
My Tarahumara guide and I sit beside a waterfall
beneath the hanging moon
when the breeze gusts and a tiny whirlwind
swirls and twirls beside us.
My guide smiles and steps inside
time travelling back to when
his wife and beautiful daughter were still alive
and me . . .
I am left alone in the Sierra Madre wilderness
while the drums beat and the ghosts flee,
a place where night is the day of the moon.
—Gary Every

How to Repair Starships

trying on a used
spacesuit: Rigellian perfume
her ghost lingers
—F. J. Bergmann

Hyperdimensional hammer.
Instruction manual.
Software patch.
Duct tape.
—Mary Soon Lee
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Mirror Cats

Neolithic Cats of Stonehenge

Mirror cats are mathematicians,
born with an innate mastery
of arithmetic, geometry.

The henge of bluestones,
the hefted earth,
our monument.

That the angle of incidence
must equal that of reflection
is mere kitten’s play.

There we buried bone and ash
of our worshippers
at solstice.

Yet the laws of optics
apply only when observers
watch beyond the glass.

Shivering, our fur puffed-out,
our paws snow-clotted,
in vigil.

When no one is snooping,
they conjure chalk, blackboard,
opposable polydactyl claws.

Gray sky over gray stones,
gray fog over graves.
Cold. Damp.

They stalk equations,
hunt ever more elegant proofs
of Fermat’s last theorem.

What did the humans think
when we left them
on their own?

At parties, they cavort,
antics provoked not by catnip,
but by chasing string theory.

Emigrating to our sisters
in their warmer clime
by the Nile.
—Mary Soon Lee

Conjectures vanquished,
they contemplate numbers
complex and imaginary.
Their inmost reflections
shadowed by the terrible truth
of Gödel’s incompleteness theorems.
—Mary Soon Lee

Cat World by Christina Sng

Star*Line
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XenoPoetry
WORLDWIDE SPECULATIVE POETRY

IN TRANSLATION

Japanese Scifaiku: Five Selections by Hiroyasu Amase
Edited by Alzo David-West • Translated by Natsumi Ando
kame nakuya
aitii
tooku nariyukeri

a tortoise squeaks—
information technology
recedes distantly

takishibuki
hassenshaku ga
dosei kara

waterfall splash
1.5 miles
from saturn

tendousetsu
are wa jijitsuda
tsurubeotoshi

the geocentric theory
is really
sinking quickly

ryuu no tama
katsute kono chi wa
umi no soko

dragon jade
this land, once
the bottom of the sea

bouyouto
uchuu nagisa no
kozo kotoshi

the vast
cosmic shore of
years past and now

Hiroyasu Amase (Susumu Watanabe, b. 1931) is a writer, critic,
and physician from Hiroshima, the editor of Science-Fiction/ScienceFantasy Haiku (Esuefu-kagaku fantajii kushuu, 2016), and founder of
the science-fiction group Imaginian. His translated speculative poetry
in English appears in Star*Line and Silver Blade.

Eye to the Telescope, the SFPA’s quarterly online speculative poetry

journal, may be read at eyetothetelescope.com. The July 2018
issue’s theme is The Dark, edited by Colleen Anderson. Next up:
Witches, to be edited by Ashley Dioses. Deadline: September 15.
Guidelines: eyetothetelescope.com/submit.html. Interested in
editing an issue of ETTT? See eyetothetelescope.com/editettt.html.
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Titania at the End of Time
She is Titania, the mistress of all tides,
whose mischief makes catastrophe of sleep,
who kidnaps mortal bridegrooms from their brides,
and makes the ever-waiting virgins weep.
For she can make aeons flash by in an hour,
can moulder saplings or bright bones with moss,
in seconds blasting love’s or nature’s flower,
amused as slow-time girls lament their loss.
She runs time forward only, never back:
Immortal faerie she, a fatal siren.
So when the stars are dead, collapsed to black,
her fay flesh burns near matter crushed to iron.
Black holes dissolve, but she can never die.
She lives in cold and nothing, knowing why.
—Mary Turzillo
celebrity cooking
the cannibal dreams of meating
Bobby Flay
—LeRoy Gorman

To a Changeling Lover
Dear juju priestess of the shapeshifters,
Who can purely mimic our human lusts,
Please pour heat into this sad drifter.
Oh I would lay open a cold vein
Of my misplaced affections
And flow you a river torrent,
Make flaming seas for your rebirth,
Make the currents reverse direction.
Let’s not hesitate, let’s just burn.
Torch me with your holy fire rain.
Leave my heart bruised and bent.
I will rise above scorched earth,
Prove that I deserve your trust.
For yours is a love I dare not spurn.
—Robert Frazier

mossy cliff face—
the pine’s exposed roots
reveal a door
—Stewart C Baker

the floor is lava
so is the sky
apocalypse now
—Michelle Muenzler
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If I Could Only
Remember My Domain
When I slipstream down the centuries
the dead can talk in my ear
as a sphere of ringing integers
yet a bell-tone expands from within
modulates to a high pitch
then a flood of moments breeches
and lost lives transmuted
bleed from the seams between
our many fused time frames
I fear each voyage back
drives me toward inclusion
within the eye of the maelström
—Robert Frazier

On Lost Cultures – Report 197 A
Our scholars,
consulting records found
in sacred, climate controlled vaults,
scribed in ink of varied colors
on scrolls of butchered tree flesh,
have determined that
the gods of this world’s men
(and anthropomorphic turtles)
responded only to
the heartfelt invocation,
“Cowabunga, Dude!”
Sacrifices of round,
well-segmented foodstuffs
were also strongly recommended.
See appendix b.
—Marcie Lynn Tentchoff
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